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Major Highlights 

This was a strategic planning year for LIFEDesigns.  The process started in April and was led by the Policy 
Committee of the Board of Directors.  Our new Chief Services Officer, Kemberly Daily-Johnson, began in 
January and took on the responsibility of completing the plan.  The plan ended in a set of recommendations to 
focus on Leadership in our homes, employment, and community; Innovations in technology for operations and 
for customers; Foundations by ensuring ongoing financial stability; and Excellence by building a strong DSP 
culture.  The plan was adopted in November 2015 and will drive goals till 2018. 

At the state level, the agency was active in legislative advocacy and assisting with the development of new 
rates for supported living and employment services.  We were fortunate to have a strong advocate in the 
general assembly, Senator Mark Stoops, who helped to keep an important increase in funds from disappearing 
from the 2015-2017 biennial budget.  Staff, board members and customers were instrumental in getting the 
5% increase in rates. 

Our development activities were centered on grants and donations.  We had an extremely successful year 
with donations and grants up by 32% from previous years.  We collaborated with Stone Belt on a grant for 
training supervisors.  We had noted that one of the big reasons for turnover was the lack of adequate support 
and the limited knowledge many in supervisor roles had in the basics of management.  We secured monies 
from the Jack Hopkins Bloomington City Council fund to develop and pilot the program.  Currently 13 
LIFEDesigns staff and 13 Stone Belt staff are attending the training due to be completed in May 2016.  Our 
Chief Development Officer totally revamped the Week of Chocolate for 2016 and we hope to greatly increase 
our net income from those events. 

In 2015 we increased the entry wage for Direct Support Professionals.  This has helped to bring new people 
into the organization, as we had a record number of new hires.  However retention is still a major issue.  At 
our annual Advance, in August 2015, we learned strategies from an agency in New York that has a much lower 
turnover rate.  After that training, we developed a multi-faceted approach to creating a better culture and 
those plans will carry over into 2016. 

Housing Due to the highly successful Crawford Apartments and the ongoing need to develop housing for those 
experiencing chronic homelessness with disabilities, LIFEDesigns decided to attend the 2015 Permanent 
Supportive Housing Institute and begin planning for Crawford II. Funding applications are currently underway. 
In 2015 LIFEDesigns received a HOME grant from the Indiana Housing and Community Development Authority 
(IHCDA) and an AHP subsidy from the Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis (FHLBI). These funds will be 
used to build LIFEDesigns at McKinley in Columbus, Indiana, beginning the latter part of 2016. McKinley is a 
Supported Living project consisting of two four-bedroom homes. It is designed to replace the aging Parklane 
Group Home. The agency is planning to utilize smart home features along with Night Owl sensory monitoring 
in developing McKinley.  With the addition of these and the potential Crawford II in 2016 we should be at 85 
units of affordable living by 2017.  This will meet our plan and enable to housing program to finally be in the 
black and contribute financial resources to the agency. 

Operations The Operations Team together completed Dales Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence 
People and integrated many of the philosophies into their daily work lives, encouraging each other to find the 
best in every day and work relationship. 

Fiscal Services Despite a rocky start to 2015, the agency improved on almost all financial measures.  Early in 
the year we had a negative bottom line and had to implement a plan to address a potentially disastrous year.  
Staff pulled together and with minimal staff changes we were able to get back into the black by August.  We 
were also helped by a 2.5% increase in the supported living rates. Plans to go paperless continued into 2015.  
An electronic payroll tool was completed and implemented.  Time entry into our Accel timekeeping system, 
supervisor approval and a payroll import into Paylocity (our payroll company) is totally electronic.  Timesheets 
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are stored as electronic files for each pay period and are available for audits or other research.  An electronic 
billing tool was also completed and implemented.  This allows billing information to be imported into HP, the 
State’s billing software provider.  Claims are paid electronically and electronic remittance advices are stored 
electronically by date.  They are available for audits or other research. 

HR Services Turnover continued to be a challenge in 2015.  In an effort to engage new employees from the 
first communication with us, we implemented a high-touch Onboarding Program in the 4th quarter.  This 
consisted of making contact with the candidate within 24 hours of their application submission, making an 
immediate contingent job offer following interview, and setting the new hire up with a one-on-one meeting 
with HR and their Team Manager within a few days.  We then schedule their classroom training and onsite 
shadowing together allowing them to actually work with customers with a seasoned employee, interspersed 
with the training.  While it’s still early in the program, we are having great reviews from both the new and 
seasoned employees. We continue to develop our recruitment brand and our reputation in the area as a great 
place to work.  Ivy Tech took a request from us and started a new job fair for graduating nurses, allowing 
LIFEDesigns, and other local organizations in the human services field to meet these students as they start 
their careers. Employee injuries were down in 2015 both in number and in cost.   

IT Services In 2015 the focus of the Technology Department was shifted to cost savings due to budgetary 
issues. Significant savings were realized by changing the Help Desk software to Spiceworks. Low and no cost 
measures were explored to improve communication within the company. As a result all employees have now 
been given a LifeDesignsInc.org email address. New hardware purchases were limited to replacing only 
machines in the direst need of replacement. The kiosk program continues to expand within budgetary 
constraints. 

Community Services 2015 was a year of restructure for Community Services.  We started 2015 with 3 
networks within Community Services and by the fall, we were down to 2 networks, and the addition of a 
Scheduling Manager position.  However, by the end of 2015, it was apparent that the move to 2 networks 
wasn’t effective and reduced the amount of support for the Team Managers, so the decision was made to 
return to having 3 networks early in 2016.  Of utmost importance is ensuring that Team Managers have a high 
level of support, as they juggle a very challenging position within our organization which includes direct 
oversight of critical areas of our customers’ lives; direct support staff, finances, health care needs, 
environmental needs and community access and inclusion. 

Additionally, a great deal of the fall was spent looking at the systems in place within Community Services, 
specifically systems for paperwork and oversight of finances and health and medical needs.  The goal 
identified was to streamline paperwork to reduce overlaps and to increase oversight of finances and health 
and medical needs.  While we haven’t yet reached these goals, we do a solid plan in place for this going into 
2016.  The new system focuses on ensuring that each position has strong, but not duplicative, quality 
assurance processes in place, while reduces the amount of unnecessary paperwork as much as possible while 
still meeting the regulations we are bound by and the best practices for which we strive. 

2015 also presented us with several new 24 hour Supported Living settings and shifts within existing 24 hour 
settings.  One home has two young men living in it. Both moved out of their parents’ homes into a terrific 
house in Bloomington, customized to meet their needs, including modifications for one of the young men’s 
use of his wheelchair.  The gentleman are doing very well living independently with staff supports and one of 
the young men was recently hired on as an employee at a non-profit that he has volunteered at for several 
years.  Family Support Waivers are still the majority of our referrals, but we did have at least 6 new referrals 
who receive the Community Integration and Habilitation Waiver. 

Due to our increasing staffing issues, we had to make the difficult decision in the fall of 2015 to place a hold on 
new referrals for Community Services.  As of the beginning of 2016, this hold is still in place as we continue to 
address our ongoing issues with hiring and retaining quality direct support staff. 
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The funding structure for Vocational Rehabilitation services changed in mid-2015.  It moved from a strictly 
results based system to a hybrid system that includes both results based funding and hourly funding.  
Employment staff have a good handle on the new structure, which includes an improved Discovery process to 
assist in determining a customer’s strengths, needs and ultimately, their employment goal.  

We had 31 customers obtain employment in 2015, up from 17 in 2014.  Employment staff have been doing a 
remarkable job making community connections that have led to terrific job matches for our customers.  
Employment tenure statistics decreased a bit from 2014.  In 2014, our average customer employment tenure 
was 3.3 years compared to 2.6 years in 2015.  This is mostly due to several customers with very long term 
employment making the decision to retire or make a job change. 

Community Education Opportunities (CEO) has experienced some turbulence over the past year due to 
changes in key staff, as well as a change in the funding structure that reduce the fluidity with which customers 
could access funding for day services.  We intend to spend time in 2016 looking closely at the structure of CEO 
to ensure it best meets our goal of having customer engaging and connected in the community.  

Residential Services The Group Homes consolidated leadership in 2015 under a long-time employee as 
Director of Residential Services and went from five Network Directors/QIDPs of varying ability to three NDQ’s 
with a great deal of experience and work ethic.  This change allowed each NDQ to focus on one geographic 
area: Spencer & Ellettsville for Network 7 to the West, Nashville & Columbus for Network 6 to the East, and 
Network 8 centralized to Bloomington.  Additionally all leadership positions at the group homes- Team 
Manager, Team Lead, and Medical Coordinator- are currently filled and mostly by long-time employees of the 
agency! 

Occupancy at the group homes has waxed and waned throughout the year.  Most exits were due to the 
gradual move towards Supported Living and only a single placement failed.  The Ridgeview Home was closed 
early in the year; Park Lane is ready to move towards the new construction at McKinley Courts, and over the 
next year Rhinestone Home with either transition to an adult home or Supported Living setting.  These 
changes have overall lowered capacity but helped fill in the current openings.  The goal for 2016 is to continue 
these transitions to result in long term placements of “forever homes”’ for our customers. 

Surveys by ISDH in 2015 were much better than 2014.  Whereas 2014 had a variety of problematic surveys, 
this year had no houses in Immediate Jeopardy. We had only two conditions, and an average of 10 citations.  
Additionally one complaint survey came back with zero citations and Park Lane’s annual found only three 
citations- both are among the best surveys ever for our group homes! 

One customer who highlights the ongoing changes at the Group Homes is an individual who had been trying to 
live in his own house for well over a decade.  Finally in early 2015 he was able to secure a CIH Waiver and 
move into an apartment with a roommate in Columbus!  He has since had a dramatic upswing in positive 
attitude and is now engaged in his community more than ever. 

Support Services The early months of 2015 were devoted to looking closely at our quality assurance systems, 
as well as closely analyzing our data collection systems as part of our Provider Review Process. Overall, the 
number of incident reports filed has reduced by 13% across the agency. The process allowed us to compare 
our information to others in the state of similar size and composition, and resulted in a 3-year re-approval 
granted by the Bureau of Quality Improvement Services. In a continued effort to streamline customer record 
consistency across service areas, the Accel workgroup worked throughout the year to make as many areas of 
the software system functional for us. We still have a way to go, but we are regularly finding ways to utilize 
the Accel system to create greater efficiencies and communication of customer changes with all staff.  

Community Participation The following are a few of the organizations where LIFEDesigns staff is involved and 
working to increase awareness of our services and supports: 

  Local Level Participation: 
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 Best Buddies 

 Bloomington Council on Community Accessibility (CCA) 

 Bloomington Sunrise Rotary Club 

 Bloomington Chamber of Commerce HYPE  

 Bloomington Area Birth Services (BABS) Board of Directors – Gerber, President 

 Brain Injury Local Support Network Advisory Board  

 CASA Monroe County 

 Circle of Care, Brown County  

 City of Bloomington Inclusive Recreation Advisory Council 

 Dale Carnegie of Central Indiana 

 Diversity Works Steering Committee and Business Leaders 

 Ellettsville Council for Youth 

 Financial Stability Alliance for South Central Indiana Steering Committee 

 Job Developers’ Club 

 Monroe/Owen Transition Council 

 Morgan County Transition Council 

 School to Work Collaborative Project 

 South Central Indiana Human Resources Association (SCIHRA) 

 Southeastern Indiana Human Resources Association 

 South Central Housing Network 

 Strategic Indiana Provider Network (SIPN)  

 United Way Agency Directors: Monroe, Lawrence and Bartholomew counties 

  State level participation:  

 Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP), Indiana Chapter 

 INAPSE Policy Committee 

 INARF Annual Conference Committee 

 INARF Community Supports Section  

 INARF Employment Supports Section 

 INARF Human Resources Group 

 INARF Membership Development Committee 

 INARF CFO Division 

 Indiana Association for Persons in Supported Employment (INAPSE) 

 Indiana Employment First Team 

  National level participation:  
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 Association of People Supporting Employment First (APSE) – Rinne, President 

Progress Reports 

This section of the report provides a discussion of our progress toward the benchmarks we set for quality in 
the areas of staff development, customer service, and financial stability. This is a summary of statistics 
provided over the year including an analysis of the trends they indicate.  

Staff Development 

Table 1: Staff Development Statistics Summary 

Overall 2013 2014 2015 Goal 

Average Retention 38.80% 30.57 32.89 74% 

Voluntary Turnover rate 31.68% 35.75 45.04% < 45% 

Average tenure in 
months 

40.22 40.06 42.24 48 months 

Full time staff retention 47.96% 44.64%                   36.04% 85% 

Total terminations 144 158 166  

Total number of staff 324 322 337 400 

Number of open hours 2184 1555 2188 <250 

% open hours to capacity 22.63 14 27.3 <10 

Employee satisfaction 3.63/5 3.86/5 3.84/5 4.5/5 

# of W/C Accidents 16 13 22 15 (or less) 

 

Table 2: Training Statistics 

  2013 2014 2015 Benchmark 

New Employees in Orientation 151 164 216 100 

Employees Terminated during 
Orientation Process 

36 32 49 0% 

New Employees completing 
Orientation 

79 82 146 100% 

Noncompliance with CE 
requirements (due Dec 31st) 

9.97% 24% 15% 0% 

Community members trained 37 46 49 50 

The number of terminations was up in 2015 along with the overall number of people hired.  The chart that 
follows outlines the overall reasons that people left the agency over the past several years. An analysis of 
those reasons follows. 
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Figure 1: Reasons for Leaving 
 

 
 

Trends We continue to experience high turnover.  Full time staff retention continues to be better than part 
time but we have had good success this year in developing a part-time float position that works very well for 
students and others wanting flexible part time. Personal Reasons and Quit with No Notice continue to be the 
top reasons for employees leaving the agency.  Personal reasons could be anything from staying home with 
family to needing a change of career. Toward the end of the year, we were impacted by the particularly low 
unemployment rates in the area.   

We have attempted to market our positions as a career with growth opportunities and rewarding work. The 
agency is well recognized in the area as an employer that offers competitive compensation and benefits, 
leading to 228 new hires in 2015.  Goals for 2016 include increasing the quality of hires, which should lead to 
increased retention.  We increased the base pay for new DSPs beginning 01/01/15 placing LIFEDesigns at the 
top of non-profit human services providers in the area, which increased applicant traffic. Our reputation as a 
leading employer in the field is well established.  We began a high-touch onboarding program in November 
2015 that has shown great results.  We will continue to refine this program. 

Resolutions In 2015 we increased the entry wage for DSPs.  This has helped to bring people into the 
organization, as we had a record number of new hires.  However retention is still a major issue.  In August 
2015 we learned strategies from an agency in New York that has a much lower turnover rate.  After that 
training we developed a multi-faceted approach to creating a better culture and those plans will carry over 
into 2016. 

Future Plan The Human Resources department obtains exit interviews from departing employees, but we are 
not always able to get feedback.  We obtained an intern from SPEA majoring in Human Resources for the 
Spring semester 2016. He will work on developing new strategies attract passive candidates. We will soon set 
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up an online survey that would be fast and easy to complete in hopes of more responses for exit interviews. 
We are expanding our recruiting efforts into different outlets, using social media and brand building, and 
developing an option for individuals to use their smart phones to access online applications.  We will develop 
candidate assessments to increase the quality of our hires with predictive measures.  Finally, the anticipated 
DSP career ladder will provide different options for employment and expect it to lead to increased retention 
as it has in other agencies like ours.  Flexible work schedules and a structured Float position is one example. 

Benefits continue to be well received and appreciated by our employees.  We were able to again hold 
increases in premiums to a minimum and offering a wide variety of plans to suit employee needs.  2016 will 
bring the implementation of additional wellness opportunities to improve the health of our employees. 

Employee Engagement 

Annually LIFEDesigns administers an employee survey.  This survey is modeled after the Gallup Q 12.  This is a 
reliable and well normed instrument shown to indicate whether employees are likely to stay with the 
organization.  It has been used to gauge employee interest and engagement at LIFEDesigns for the past 10 
years.  The following tables summarize results. 

 Table 3: Employee Survey 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Employee Survey Results 

Role Percent of 
Respondents 

Number of 
Respondents 

 2014 2015 2014 2015 
Direct Service 
Professional 

54% 53.6% 58 60 

Services 
Administration 

21% 26.3% 23 30 

Operations/Executive 12% 10.5% 13 12 
Other 13% 10.5% 14 12 
Total - - 108 114 

Questions 

1 Work expectations 

2 Materials and equipment 
available 

3 Chance to do the best daily 

4 Received recognition 

5 Supervisor meets needs 

6 Someone encourages 
development. 

7 Opinion counts 

8 Knowledge and training I need 

9 My job is important. 

10 Co-workers are committed. 

11 Someone to share concerns. 

12 Someone talks about my 
progress 

13 Opportunities at work to grow 
and learn. 

14 Workload is acceptable to me. 

15 Overall satisfaction 
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Trends The results are fairly consistent with prior years.  Certainly, communication is a major theme.  This past 
year, we added several strategies for that after the results of the survey were in.  Hopefully this will have a 
positive impact in 2016.  Consistently we note that employees do not feel like they are recognized.  We have a 
rewards program developed and are hoping to implement in 2016 which will allow employees to earn points 
and then choose their reward from a variety of options.  More importantly, we plan to work with supervisors 
and managers in recognizing employees in simple, but genuine appreciation on a regular basis.    

Resolutions Use of electronic media increased in 2015 through use of our website and email as a 
communication tool. Our Human Resources Information System (HRIS) has several new options for 
communication and recognition that we plan to implement in 2016.  An example is an Impression, which is a 
way for a supervisor or peer to make note of something worth recognizing on an individual’s personal page, 
but with an option for a select audience to also view, allowing for group recognition for small or large 
accomplishments.  Since August 2015, ALL employees have been provided a LIFEDesigns email.  We hope that 
will result in more ways to get information to employees who do not use the ACCEL system daily. 

Future Plan Our goal is to work toward becoming an Employer of Choice.  We will need to assistance and get 
input from all employees.  The Leadership Team will be an important element as we do a compensation 
review of DSP wages, look at the structure of our benefit programs and develop feedback options so that DSPs 
can let their supervisors know how they are doing.  The HR Department would like to implement a schedule of 
HR visits to various setting to not only audit HR practices and procedures within the setting, but to also reach 
out to staff, letting them know HR is a service department and we are here to help. 
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Risk Analysis   

LIFEDesigns assesses and develops a plan to manage inherent risks annually. We do so through an analysis of 
all relevant data and with a review and onsite visit by an insurance company risk manager.  Here are the 
recent major findings:  

There are approximately 64 staff who are responsible for customer finances. Training is provided to all staff 
who oversee customer finances. Supervisors check staffs work monthly. The Financial department conducts 
random audits on the customer accounts and report findings to supervisors. When there is a change in team 
management a final audit is done before the new Team Manager takes over the finances for one or more 
sites. We had 2 claims for possible theft of customer funds.  Both claims were turned over to law 
enforcement.   

There were 2 serious vehicle related accidents 2015. One was not the fault of our employee but that of 
another driver. Due to the increase in these accidents, defensive driver training was done in 2015 with 
assistance from our Liability insurance provider.  There was one additional vehicular incident following the 
training.  We will continue to train on a regular basis and during new hire orientation and monitor driver 
safety. The one vehicle accident that was the fault of another driver was the most costly and serious.  This 
case remains open with the possibility of a subrogation to recoup costs.  We had 22 submitted injuries, but 
only 2 were lost time injuries.  We had both working on administrative duties within a few days and kept them 
busy until they were released to return to full duties.  

The majority of accidents over the past 2 years have been customer aggression and slips, trips and falls. In 
2013, training was provided for all staff on “Slips, Trips, and Falls.” As a result, the number of accidents 
dropped significantly. This trend has continued.  Customer aggression continues to be the number one cause 
of workplace injuries. Plans for 2016 include continued use of an aggressive health and safety program with 
the help of our insurance carrier, supervisor training on managing safety within their sites, and adherence to 
policies and procedures.  Table 4 and Figure 3 summarize results. 

 
Table 4: Work-Related Injuries by Position 

 

Role 2013 2014 2015 
DSP 25 17 17 
Team Manager 3 3 4 
Network Director 1 2 0 
Administrative Staff 3 2 1 
Total 30 24 22 
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Figure 3: Injuries by Type 
 

 
 

 

Trends Customer aggression continues to be the cause of the highest number of injuries.  Our Behavior 
Specialists intervened to help reduce the reason for the aggression, by providing training for staff on 
intervention methods.  Additional training has been provided to employees whenever a site has increased 
aggression.  We had 22 submitted injuries in 2015, but only 2 were lost time injuries. Due to improvements in 
our safety record, and a large claim dropping off, our work comp premiums have been favorable.   

Resolutions To address the injuries from customer aggression the health and safety committee suggested 
additional staff training on intervention and assistance on behavior support strategies.  This has been a 
welcome addition to training following an incident. The committee continues to monitor and ensure that all 
employees get back to work quickly when an injury has occurred.   

Future Plan The Health and Safety committee will monitor accidents and look at what training may help raise 
awareness and decrease injuries.  One program we hope to implement system wide is, Defensive Driving.  It 
will be mandatory for all employees with driving responsibilities to ensure we are addressing this large liability 
to the agency.  The committee continues to monitor risk to implement proactive measures.  When an injury 
does occur, we strive for immediate and appropriate medical care, employee adherence to all medical 
provider recommendations, and assurance that all employees get back to work quickly.   
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Services 

Table 5: Customer Service Statistics 

 
 

The year in services can be summarized by two words, Staff Shortages.  With the difficulty filling open 
positions we had to place a hold on referrals.  This led to a very low growth rate for services this year as we 
only added in group homes, employment and in supported living when the customer already had staff.  Our 
group home referrals increased but we had several people leave to supported living so we maintained an 
extremely low census again in 2015.  We had two great statistics though, the most job placements ever and a 
substantial reduction in incident reports.  The following provides a summary of each major division and their 
progress.   

Community Services 

 2013 2014 2015 Goals 

Satisfaction 90% satisfied, 
10% dissatisfied, 

91% would 
recommend 

90% satisfied,      
10% dissatisfied,  

83% would 
recommend 

93% satisfied, 7% 
dissatisfied; 95% 

would 
recommend 

>90% satisfied 

Survey return rate 28% 15% 21% 50% 

Service growth: net new 
customers to last yr 
unduplicated count 

8% 13% 4% 4% 

Job placements 15 25 31 30 

Customers >65yrs old 11 11 10 12 

New Customers 60 57 39 15 

Customers leaving 35 15 26 10 

Number served, duplicated 564 585 626 620 

Number served, unduplicated 335 369 393 349 

Days from referral to intake 25 37 48 30 

Days from intake to start 8 17 9 25 

Quality Assurance Rating 94% 94% 93% 95% 

Percent working age with jobs 36% 34% 29% 40% 

Percent adults with own home 24% 13% 16% 25% 

Supported Living 154 170 179 160 

Supported employment 78 96 110 100 

Behavior support 66 68 69 69 

Residential Services - Group 
Home 

44 44 39 55 

Host Families 3 3 3 3 

Technology Options 5 6 5 8 

CEO participation 55 61 56 75 

Respite (state or county) 19 21 20 30 

Respite hours provided 4294 4799 4266 5150 
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Statewide, the trend continues to be a focus on Family Support Waivers.  Obtaining a Community Integration 
and Habilitation Waiver is a very difficult process which requires that an individual meet specific criteria such 
as death of a primary caregiver.  The state’s focus is on supporting individuals to remain in their family homes.  
This changes how we provide services. Typically in family settings, we don’t oversee areas such as finances, 
health issues and environment and our focus is more on community integration.  

For those customers receiving services on the Community Integration and Habilitation Waiver, the trend is for 
congregate settings, with 3-4 individuals living together moving towards the norm.  The funding structure 
doesn’t allow for customers to live alone and receive 24 hour supports and even in a two person setting, it can 
be a challenge to provide enough support. In 2015, the state moved to a daily rate for these types of settings, 
which has reduced some of the red tape. LIFEDesigns does continue to support several individuals who live 
alone and receive 24 hour supports but these fall outside the state’s funding structure and require ongoing 
justification and detailed planning.   These type of services, along with any customers who receive less than 24 
hour services have remained on an hourly reimbursement system.  We have been examining our Services 
Structure, to ensure that we are in the best position to respond to service needs and ensure quality, given our 
funding constraints.  Services supervisory staff meet bi-weekly to discuss caseloads and housemate scenarios.   

The State has submitted another Amendment to the Community Integration and Habilitation Waiver that is 
expected to go into effect in late 2016.  This Amendment includes a change to the algorithms used to 
determine an individual’s funding allocation, but at this point, it isn’t clear what this means.  Additionally, it 
includes two new levels of service for those individuals with significant behavioral or health needs, who 
require 1:1 24 hour support, along with a higher level of behavior support and/or nursing support. 

The utilization of technology both to increase our customers’ independence and our staff’s efficiency 
continues to be an area we strive to improve.  We spent a great deal of time this past year looking at how to 
better use our Case Management and Time Reporting system to track customer information as well as 
employee information.  This will continue to be a focus in 2016. 

Staffing shortages have been the biggest challenge we have faced this past year.  For a great deal of 2015, 
Community Services has operated with at least 30 full-time Direct Support Professional vacancies.  This has 
resulted in a great deal of overtime and a much higher level of stress.  This is a trend on a national level that 
providers everywhere are dealing with.   Our Leadership Team, as well as our Executive Team, have spent a 
great deal of time looking at ways to increase recruitment and retention and this will continue to be a primary 
area of need for 2016. 

Residential Services 

The trend for Residential Services continues to be a preference for Supported Living over Group Homes.  While 
only two customers transitioned to Supported Living during the 2015 calendar year it also was the year we 
made preparations for seven more transitions to take place during 2016- three early in the year and four more 
upon the completion of McKinley Courts. 

The trend among referrals for placement has undergone an interesting change in 2015.  While at the 
beginning of the year referrals were few and far between the number started to pick up dramatically through 
the year, however the majority of these referrals for group homes placement had an emphasis on mental 
health and/or dual diagnosis.  Many would have made good fits for supported living but not necessarily for 
group homes, therefore the lack of successful placements can be attributed more to the state’s system than 
simply the number of referrals.  We expect this trend to continue in 2016. 

To resolve the myriad of issues facing Group Homes we have a plan that consolidates our current group 
homes while supporting people to transition to Supported Living.  Though consolidation lowers the total 
number of group home beds, the customers usually stay within the agency via Supported Living, so there is an 
overall improvement in occupancy for the agency.  These changes have included the closing of Ridgeview 
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Home early in the year, Park Lane being ready to move towards the new construction at McKinley Courts, and 
over the next year Rhinestone Home with either transition to an adult home or Supported Living setting.   
The Park Lane/McKinley Courts transition is prime example of the changes affecting both Group Homes and 
Supported Living.  While the trend for Group Homes is to find individualized settings in Supported Living, 
Supported Living settings have to find additional roommates to make their budgets work.  Currently the Park 
Lane group home is licensed for six individuals but only houses four.  Many referrals for the home exist, but 
based on functioning/age/behavioral concerns only a single referral ever made it to the step of doing visits 
and it was in no way a fit.  Luckily the four-bedroom house at McKinley Courts will allow all four of the young 
adults at Park Lane to transition to the CIH Waiver together, if they so choose, and would allow for greater 
choice and flexibility while maintaining appropriate staffing and funding levels.  Additionally the project 
highlights (and solves) another big issue facing Supported Living: the lack of housing that is both affordable 
and accessible.  With McKinley Courts, LIFEDesigns has found a balance between both Supported Living and 
Group Homes, while providing these young adults a home they can call their own for many, many years to 
come! 

Support Services  

Support Services works closely with both Community and Residential Services, and includes Health Care 
Services, Behavior Support, Quality Assurance, Outreach and Referrals and Customer Records.  A major goal of 
Support Services is to ensure we have agency-wide systems in place to provide consistent, high quality 
services.  

Health Care Services recognized significant growth in the later part of 2014 and early 2015 with the addition of 
Wellness Coordination as a Medicaid Waiver service, and much effort this year was focused on streamlining 
systems of documentation and communication. This included the integration of an additional electronic 
record keeping system, Advocare. Advocare is used statewide by the Case Management entities, and has been 
introduced to providers as well on a smaller scale, beginning with Wellness Coordination documentation. 
Other service areas will likely begin using Advocare in similar ways in the coming year. Nursing policies have 
continued to develop over this past year to ensure consistency across service areas. The Director of Health 
Services has also implemented regular training/ development meetings with the group home Medical 
Coordinators to provide ongoing training and support on health-related topics.   

Behavior Support is provided to individuals living in the group homes primarily under the direction of the 
Network Director/ QIDP, and the organization also employs two full time Behavior Consultants to provide the 
service through the Medicaid Waiver. The number of individuals receiving Behavior Support has held steady 
this year; however, the Behavior Consultants have taken a much more active role in providing direct 
interventions and staff training for some individuals living in group homes who have higher behavioral support 
needs.  

Table 6: Customer Reasons for Exit 
 

Reason 2013 2014 2015 
New provider 6 2 6 

Moved out of area 2 3 3 

State closed services 2 4 2 

Health issues 0 0 1 

LIFEDesigns served notice 1 0 0 

No longer needed service 6 5 7 

Other, unknown 1 0 2 

Death 1 1 2 

Total 19 15 23 
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More people left services in 2015, compared to previous years, a negative trend. The majority of people 
leaving did so because they no longer needed our services, which is two more than the year prior. 26% of 
those leaving did so to go to another provider. 
 
The table below shows customer demographics as of December 2015. There was little change in age, ethnicity, 
or gender from 2014. Our primary customer group continues to be younger adults with intellectual disabilities.  

 
Table 7: Customer Demographics 

 

Age Percent 
0-5 0.8% 

6-17 11.1% 
18-40 51.4% 
41-65 32.1% 
66-85 4.5% 
86+ 0 

Not Specified 0 

 

Race Percent 
Caucasian 91.8% 

Indian 1.2% 
African American 4.1% 

Asian 2.5% 
Hispanic 0.4% 

Not Specified 0% 
 

 
Reportable Incidents: The number and type of state reportable incidents are seen below in Table 7. A 
reportable incident is defined by the state and includes a number of categories. Incidents that involve more 
than one individual require a separate incident report for each person involved, so some categories appear 
higher than the actual number in incidences. For example, if there is a power outage at a group home where 6 
people live, a separate report must be generated for each of those 6 people. Likewise, incidents of peer to 
peer aggression often include a separate report for each individual involved, if both individuals are served by 
LIFEDesigns.   
 

Table 8: State Reportable Incidents, by Number and Type 
 

Report Category 2013 2014 2015 

Physical abuse 7 18 11 

Sexual abuse 3 8 0 

Emotional/ verbal abuse 16 28 15 

Domestic abuse 2 3 0 

Neglect 49 47 28 

Peer to peer aggression 87 156 122 

Other behavior incidents  51 43 

Exploitation 7 7 8 

Death 1 1 2 

Structural/ environmental 37 36 21 

Res. Fire 73 0 3 

Gender Percent 
Male 62.6% 

Female 37.4% 
 

Disability Percent 
Intellectual Disability 44.1% 

Autism 33.3% 
Physical Disability 7.8% 

Cerebral Palsy 6.6% 
Traumatic Brain Injury 4.2% 

Sensory 1.5% 
Mental Illness 2.5% 
Not Specified 0% 
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Missing Person 2 0 0 

Elopement 5 12 33 

Criminal Activity 8 3 1 

Med./Psych Treat. 109 20 3 

Injury/Unknown Origin 27 31 24 

Injury/Known Origin 28 14 12 

Fall with injury 117 82 78 

Med. Errors 175 128 90 

Use of PRN 67 25 20 

Use of restraint 13 10 6 

Change in Medical Condition  57 98 

Choking with Intervention   1 

Other 58 69 81 

Total 891 806 700 

 

The Services Leadership Team, which includes all Directors of Services, as well as the CSO and CEO, review 
incidents at least twice a month to ensure adequate follow measures are taken. The Health and Safety 
Committee reviews all incidents monthly. In addition, the Service Development Committee of the Board also 
reviews incident reports bi-monthly. These multiple reviews help to ensure remediation is ongoing.  

In comparing data from 2014 to 2015, several trends stand out. In most categories, there was either a 
decrease in the number of incidents, or numbers were relatively close to the previous year. The number of 
medication errors has decreased steadily over the past three years, an indication that efforts to improve 
medication administration training, as well as strict corrective action when a medication error does occur have 
been very effective. The combined number of allegations of abuse/ neglect/ exploitation was cut in half from 
the previous year, with 54 reported incidents compared to 104 in 2014. Investigations relative to those 
allegations will be discussed in more detail in the next section. Peer to peer aggression also realized a 
decrease- many incidents from the previous year occurred during the summer in either Kids LEAP or group 
homes that serve school-age youth. We did not have the LEAP program in the summer of 2015, and the group 
home staff made a concerted effort to provide a summer schedule full of active opportunities to keep 
individuals engaged, resulting in a decrease in negative behaviors.  

Incidents of elopement nearly tripled from the prior year. Most incidents occurred with individuals who were 
either new to services or experienced a significant life change- for example, moving from one setting to 
another, getting a new housemate, or the start of school. All incidents were reviewed by the individual 
support teams working with those individuals, and plans implemented to prevent future incidents.  

Change in medication condition also increased substantially this year. This category is used to report any type 
of significant medical change or hospitalization, even if it involves a planned medical procedure. As the 
individuals we serve continue to get older and experience typical health issues related to this, it is anticipated 
that there will continue to be high numbers of incidents reported.  

Investigations: The numbers and types of investigations are listed below in Table 8. Beginning last year, 
investigations are tracked with a set list of investigation categories. Prior to 2014, they were categorized free-
form, so the comparison of types for the last 3 years is a bit skewed. Any allegation of a violation of customer 
rights is investigated. It is important to note that if an incident involves more than one individual, there is only 
one investigation generated for that incident. This is the opposite for our incident reporting process, which 
requires a separate incident report for all individuals involved in a single incident.  
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Table 9: Investigations by Number and Type 

 

The Director of Services who oversees that particular service area and either the Chief Services Officer or Chief 
Executive Officer are required to review and approve all investigation reports. Recommendations made as a 
result of an investigation are monitored by the Services Leadership Team to ensure they are implemented in a 
timely manner.  

We conducted fewer investigations in 2015, which is on trend with the decrease in reported allegations 
referenced above. The one category that reflected a large increase is elopement. If an elopement incident 
occurred but staff remained with the customer and they returned home safely, the incident was likely not 
investigated; however, any time a customer is able to evade staff, an investigation is completed to both assess 
whether or not the behavior plan was followed, as well as identify additional strategies or safeguards that 
need to be implemented to prevent future incidents.  

With the decrease in actual number of investigations completed in 2015, the percentage of substantiated 
allegations increased slightly to 30%. All substantiated investigations are reviewed to determine the reason for 
the incident (i.e. lack of supervision, failure to follow policy, lack of training, etc.), and strategies for 
improvement are developed. Most incidents occurred in 2015 due to failure to follow agency policies and 
procedures.  

Service Outcome Reviews: Detail on progress on the outcomes for supported living, group home, host 
families, respite, employment and community habilitation goals along with 2016 goals for efficiency, 
effectiveness, services access and satisfaction for all services are outlined in Attachment A.  

Customer Satisfaction: The Service Development Committee spent many thoughtful hours redesigning the 
customer survey this year to incorporate more open ended questions in order to gain more substantive 
information for the strategic planning process. In addition to mailing surveys, committee members did one-to-
one interviews with several customers to gather responses. Our survey response rate did increase slightly 
from 53 respondents in 2014 to 64 in 2015.  Customer overall satisfaction was 93%, a slight improvement over 
2013 and 2014.  A total of 95% of respondents said they would recommend LIFEDesigns to others, and 
increase over the 83% from 2014. Table 9 is a summary of results from 2013 to 2015.  

Investigation Category 2013 2014 2015 
Abuse- physical 2 12 5 

Abuse- sexual 1 0 1 
Abuse- unspecified 11 0 0 
Abuse- verbal/ emotional 11 14 11 

Death 1 0 1 
Elopement 1 1 10 
Exploitation 10 7 10 
Fall 2 0 0 
HIPAA violation 1 2 0 

Injury/ unknown origin 16 22 17 
Neglect 34 23 15 
Other 6 5 2 
Peer to peer aggression 31 61 36 

PICA 1 0 0 
Significant medication error 1 0 1 

Total 129 145 109 
ANE substantiated 41 30 22 

% of ANE substantiated 32% 21% 30% 
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Table 10: Customer Satisfaction 

 

Area 2013 
% Agree 

2014 
% Agree 

2015 
% Agree 

Satisfied with services 90% 90% 93% 
Dissatisfied with services 10% 10% 7% 
Provide safe environment 96% 96% 98% 
Are timely in responding 86% 86% 96% 
I have control over what is 
in service plan 

94% 94% 91% 

Treated with respect 94% 94% 98% 
I learn new things 85% 80% 93% 
I spend ample time in 
community 

77% 76% 87% 

Staff assist with 
equipment and 
accommodations 

62% (32% responded 
N/A) 

68% (26% responded 
N/A) 

76% (22% responded 
N/A) 

Office is easy to get 
around in 

74% (20% responded 
N/A) 

85% (11% responded 
N/A) 

96% 

Emergency response 
system works for me 

51% (43% responded 
N/A) 

60% (38% responded 
N/A) 

Question not answered 
on 2015 survey 

LIFEDesigns has a made a 
difference in my life 

95% 94% 73% (rephrased in 2015 
to say “has made my life 
better) 

 

Case Manager Satisfaction: Case managers and other stakeholders were surveyed in the second half of 2015. 
The ratings were from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly disagree). Table 10 is a summary of results from 2013 
through 2015.   
 

Table 11: Case Manager Survey Results 
 

Area 2013 % Agree 2014 % Agree 2015 % Agree 

Respondents 50% Case Manager 
50% State Agency 

80% Case Managers 
20% Behavior 
Specialists 

61% Case Manager 
28% Behavior 
Specialist 

11% State Agency 
Number respondents 4 5 18 

Years affiliated 50% >5 yrs 1-2 years 60% 39% >5 yrs 

Overall satisfaction 100% 100% 64% 

Safety satisfaction 100% 100% 93% 

Staff timely in 
responding 

75 % 100% 79% 

Customers have control 
over things they do in 

the community 

100% 100% 85% 

Customers have control 
over service planning 

100% 100% 92% 

Treated with respect 75% 100% 100% 

Customers learn new 
things 

100% 100% 73% (9% responded 
N/A) 
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Ample time in the 
community 

100% 100% 73% (9% responded 
N/A) 

Staff provide 
accommodations needed 

100% 100% 73% (27% 
responded N/A) 

Office is accessible 75% 100% 91% 

Emergency pager works 25% (75% 
responded N/A) 

100% 40% (60% 
responded N/A) 

Would recommend 75% 100% 70% 

Difference for customer 100% 100% 100% 

 

Though the response rate is still relatively small, this year’s survey results triple the number of responses from 
prior years.  Overall satisfaction has decreased (but it should again be noted feedback was received from many 
more than in the past), though 100% of respondents continued to feel our staff treat them with respect, and 
all respondents indicated LIFEDesigns has made a difference for the customers with whom they are affiliated.  
Comments were minimal but included reference to staff turnover with an emphasis on supervisor/manager 
turnover, and inconsistency across networks.  Overall a positive result, with identified areas for improvement. 

Housing Services  

Table 12: Housing Options Statistics 
 

 2013 2014 2015 Benchmark 

Total Number Units 16 42 42 50 
Percent Accessible Units 33% 33% 24% 33% 

Total Number Served 60 63 62 64 
Total Occupancy Rate 98.3% 98% 98% 97% 

New Tenants 36 4 4 10 
Total Tenants With Jobs 38.5% 27% 27% 100% 

Tenants With Full-Time Jobs 10% 6.3% 7.81%  
Tenants With Part-Time Jobs 30.80% 21% 18%  

Tenants With Increased Income 10% 22% 1.60% 100% 
Tenants Receiving Section 8 23.08% 23.44% 23.44% 50% 

Tenants Receiving LIFEDesigns Services 23.08% 23.08% 18.75% 50% 
Tenants Accessing Partner Agencies 

Services 
0% 3.22% 0.00% 50% 

Responsiveness of Property Management 83.3% 100% 80% 100% 

Tenants Reporting Satisfaction with 
Apartment 

66.7% 66.7% 80% 100% 

Total Tenants Exiting 17 3 6 6 

Moved Out of Affordable Housing 1 1 0  
Moved Into Non-income Based Apartment 0 0   

Homeownership 0 0   
Moved Out of Area 5 0   

Selected Other Affordable Housing 3 2 0  
Transferred To Another Unit Within 

Complex 
1 0   

Separation/Divorce 1 0   
Death 0 0   

Vacated Without Notice 1 0   
Breaking House Rule/Voluntary Term 0 0 5  
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Evicted (Failure to pay rent) 5 0 1  

Crawford Apartments 

Crawford Apartments, offering permanent supportive housing to people experiencing chronic homelessness 
with disabilities, had a very successful second year. It is currently at 96% occupancy with 100% being well in 
site given a healthy waiting list.  All residents have health insurance now and number of incarcerations 
continues to reduce by 88% along with emergency room use dropping by 65%.  

Crawford has transitioned to a new property management company, Valenti Real Estate Service, Inc., out of 
Indianapolis. The company offers significant experience with Permanent Supportive Housing and has hired a 
local property management staff. To increase cost effectiveness Valenti reimburses LIFEDesigns for janitorial 
services provided by LIFEDesigns Maintenance Assistant, who splits his time between Crawford and 
LIFEDesigns. Property management also provides a moderate stipend for two residents who had expressed 
interest in assisting with light cleaning and janitorial services.  

Valenti is also hiring a night monitor to increase staff coverage during some of the early morning hours. This 
position is designed to be a resource for tenants after regular staff hours and to oversee the building. The 
monitor reports any observed tenant issues to case management staff. 

The changes outlined above and the transition to a new property management company has allowed greater 
cost efficiencies to be realized for Crawford.  The success of Crawford Apartments led to LIFEDesigns 
attendance at the 2015 Permanent Supportive Housing Institute and the plans for Crawford II. The 
Corporation is currently submitting applications for funding this project. 

Housing Options I & II  

Housing Options is currently at 100% occupancy. Almost 38% of tenants in Housing Options I & II are 
employed, many with part-time jobs. Twenty-seven percent have Section 8 with almost 40% utilizing 
LIFEDesigns services.  
 
Housing Options I & II customers continue to report a relatively high satisfaction rate with services and 
housing. In the 2015 tenant satisfaction survey 80% reported that their concerns were resolved in a timely 
manner by the Property Manager and that management staff kept them informed about the things that 
affected them as a tenant. Eighty-percent of tenants are satisfied with the overall condition of their 
apartment. Comments concerned the recertification process. The questionnaire required by the funding 
source asks extensive financial questions.  The Administrative Director will follow-up with resident concerns. 
Unfortunately, the number of surveys returned was small, despite being sent out twice. Thus, it is difficult to 
see trends. However, it was an even split when it comes to responsiveness of maintenance. Forty-percent was 
very satisfied and 40% were very dissatisfied. The comments regarding this question noted too many weeds 
and bushes needing to be trimmed and cluttered patios for some residences. In response to these concerns 
LIFEDesigns contracted with Wells Lawn Care to provide additional landscaping over the summer of 2015. The 
Property Manager notified all residents of the need to reduce the number of items on the front porches in 
preparation for the occupancy permit inspections by Housing and Neighborhood Development (HAND). During 
HAND’s first inspection in December there was less clutter on the porches. Another inspection is to be 
scheduled before the end of winter 2016. 
 
Newsletters for Housing Options are published twice annually with reports of vacancies discussed through 
Administrative Director participation in South Central Housing Network; Monroe County Apartment 
Association and PCC meetings at the Bloomington Housing Authority. Fortunately, LIFEDesigns has maintained 
full occupancy since early 2015. 
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Orris Drive 

In 2015, 922 N. Orris Drive continued with 100% occupancy and high tenant satisfaction. LIFEDesigns modified 
the home so that it would be accessible but some concerns remain regarding this issue. The home is older and 
presents a narrow hallway and bathroom door entrance.  In the near future LIFEDesigns would like to explore 
the possibility of expanding the hallway and moving over the wiring that has prevented the widening of the 
bathroom door.  Our goal is to make Orris entirely ADA accessible, improve comfort and enhance the daily 
living environment of this wonderful home. 

Operations  

Table 13: Financial Stability and Development  
 

Item 2013 2014 Dec 2015 
Unaudited 

Benchmark 

Current ratio 3.75 3.30 3.84 2.83 

Quick ratio 2.87 2.52 3.07 1.5 or higher 

Working capital $2,820,101 $2,741,584 $3,044,962 >$1,000,000 

Debt to equity 33% 32% 29% 16% 

Days in accounts receivable 34 32 28 38 

Net assets to Total assets 68% 67% 70% 76% 

YTD Net Income $838,010 $69,289 $123,634 0 

YTD Net Income - Depreciation $1,130,229. $413,084 $473,726 $350,108 

Compensation to total expense 72% 73% 76% 74% 

Benefits to salaries 20.02% 20.01% 20.34% 24% 

Service revenue to total revenue 85.92% 94.25% 95.01% 89% 

Admin expense to total expense 13.14% 13.13% 13.38% 15% 

Contributions to total revenue 1% 1% 1% 3% 

Services not billed $44,099 $80,254 $62,688 N/A 

Total local funding per financials $115,297 $143,966 $189,327 $150,000.00 

Endowment per financials $477,768 $507,910 $496,469 $1,000,000 

In Kind (value by donor) $48,273 $53,189 $47,898  

Planned gifts $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $ 50,000.00 

WOC Net Income $20,954 $21,470 $18,701 $ 40,000 

NAP $31,010 $28,650 $24,848  

Grant hit rate: % of requests 
% of $ requested 

73% 
61% 

70% 
60% 

82% 
92% 

50% 
50% 

Grants dollars received $988,103 $132,570 $1,047,080  

Number of donors 126 247 258 200 

Volunteers 95 60 58 50 

 

Fiscal Services  

In order to complete this report, preliminary December financials are used.  Audit fieldwork has been 
completed and the finalized audit will be presented in April.   No adjustments to these figures are anticipated. 
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Ratios: 
Current Ratio (Current Assets / Current Liabilities) is slightly higher than the average of 3.63 for the three-year 
period, and is 26% higher than others (Benchmark) in our industry.   
 
Quick Ratio (Total Cash & Equiv / Current Liabilities) shows that we have 3.07 times the cash to pay our 
current bills.  This ratio remains strong and compares favorably to the 1.5 Benchmark.   
 
Working Capital (Current Assets – Current Liabilities) is another way to see that we can pay our current bills 
with cash and accounts receivable, with a healthy sum remaining.  This year is the highest of the three-year 
period and is over three times the benchmark of $1,000,000. 
 
Long-Term Debt to Equity (Long-Term Debt / Total Net Assets).  The lowest in the three-year period, but still 
about forty-four percent higher than others in our industry.  This reflects the increase in debt for the office 
building purchase and new copier capital leases. 
 
Days In Accounts Receivable (AR Net * Days Elapsed / Net Sales) gives us the number of days our billings to 
others remain unpaid.  This number remains within the Benchmark but lowers to less than a month in 2015.  
Various reasons for this would be faster collections, timing of Medicaid payments, accounts receivable 
balances, and write offs. 
 
Net Assets to Total Assets (Net Assets / Total Assets) measures the equity, or ownership of the organization.  
This number remains steady for the three-year period and low compared to the benchmark.  This is mainly 
due to a mortgage receivable from Crawford that was booked in 2013, a steady increase in liabilities, and 
decreasing net income. 
 
Year-to-Date Net Income (Revenue – Expenses) has a wide variance.  In 2013, we received $815,000 in grant 
revenue for Crawford, and booked a $91k gain on the sale of our Ida Lane group home.  For 2014, we received 
the remaining $5,000 in grant revenue for Crawford and also a $77,000 donation of the Orris rental property.  
In 2015, we sold the Ridgeview group home property for a loss of $51,000.  We also removed a rate 
adjustment liability of $82,800 that had been on Christole’s books since 1996 and 2000, and was thought to 
have been resolved in years before the merger.  This increased our revenue by the same amount. 
 
Year-To-Date Net Income – Depreciation (Revenue-Expenses + Depreciation & Amortization) shows what net 
income would be if depreciation and amortization of our capital purchases was removed.  
 
Compensation Expense to Total Expense (Salaries & Benefits/Total Expenses) is fairly consistent for 2013 and 
2014, with a slight increase in 2015 that is slightly higher than others in our industry.  Salaries include all wages 
paid, benefits include employee insurances, FICA tax, and unemployment claim reimbursements. 
 
Benefits to Salaries (Benefits/Salaries) is relatively static and is lower than the Benchmark.   
 
Service Revenue to Total Revenue (Service Revenue/Total Revenue) shows us our level of dependency on 
Medicaid and VR for revenue.  The increase in 2015 reflects the drop in large grants and extraordinary 
revenues. 
 
Admin Expense to Total Expense (Admin Expense/Total Expense) reflects the percentage of expenses that we 
are paying for administration.  Administration Expense includes home office, Columbus office, development, 
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and Week of Chocolate net income is subtracted from this total.  This percentage has increased slightly for 
2015 but is LOWER than our industry counterparts. 
 
Contributions to Total Revenue (Donations/Total Revenue) is the portion of our revenue attributed to 
donations.  It remains fairly flat and is lower than the Benchmark.  Donations do not include grants or property 
gifts. 
 
Services Not Billed This is a figure from the Fiscal department that shows service dollars provided that are not 
approved by the state for payment, are not included in revenue, and not included in accounts receivable.  
Reasons for over providing service could be emergencies, approvals promised but not granted, and mistakes.  
It is possible that some of these dollars can be recaptured with internal audit/billing review by the Services 
department.  Note the 25% decrease from 2014. 

 

Goal Progress 

Plans to go paperless continued into 2015.  An electronic payroll tool was completed and implemented.  Time 
entry into our Accel timekeeping system, supervisor approval and a payroll import into Paylocity (our payroll 
company) is totally electronic.  Timesheets are stored as electronic files for each pay period and are available 
for audits or other research. 

An electronic billing tool was also completed and implemented.  This allows billing information to be imported 
into HP, the State’s billing software provider.  Claims are paid electronically and electronic remittance advices 
are stored electronically by date.  They are available for audits or other research. 

Paying our invoices electronically was another of our goals.  The banking software through ONB is now set up 
for ACH payments and we have received ACH training from our Sage100 accounting software vendor.  After 
developing an ACH authorization form, various vendors were approached about this method of payment.  In 
this age of identity theft, several vendors were not willing to provide the necessary bank account numbers and 
other information required, and declined receiving this method of payment.  We may eventually move to 
paying our invoices through ACH if enough vendors are willing, and the extra steps required to process prove 
this method to be efficient.   

To audit electronic customer progress notes, the Fiscal Department and Services worked together to devise a 
review strategy and run some testing in 2014.    For 2015, the goal was to establish a review process, and this 
has been accomplished.  Some internal audits have been done, with favorable results.  The next step is to find 
a way to efficiently streamline the very time consuming review process. 

LIFEDesigns is responsible for the personal bank accounts of one hundred customers.  The bank accounts are 
controlled by supervisors in the settings, and are reconciled there.  Fiscal Services provides a level of oversight 
by auditing these records to be sure that receipts for deposits and disbursements are present and look 
reasonable.  The bank statement and checkbook register are proofed to be sure they agree.  Problem areas 
and bank balance corrections are recorded on an audit sheet and forwarded to the Network Director for 
review and signature.  Audits for sixty-one customers out of ninety four, or 65% were completed in 2015. 

Our three external financial audits for 2014 (workers’ compensation, 401k, and annual) were completed in an 
orderly fashion, on time, and with favorable results.  Our three-year accounting fee quote ended with 2014.  In 
the third quarter of this year, we sent out RFP’s for our annual audit, cost reports, and form 990 preparation 
to four accounting firms.  The Audit Committee reviewed the three proposals we received and decided to use 
Blue & Co. for all of our accounting and tax needs.   

In 2015 we addressed the need to replace the current budgeting software (Budget Maestro) with another that 
is more user friendly for a non-profit in our industry.  We also needed to make the change in time for 
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preparation of the 2016 budget.  Mr. Fuss Budget, an Access budgeting database, was created internally and 
fully customized for LIFEDesigns.  This database provides a simple way to enter summarize data and produces 
a suite of reports that enables us to more carefully analyze results, and determine what might be missing.  This 
should provide a simplified budgeting experience for the users, with more transparency in results for each cost 
center, as well as eliminate the annual fees of $3,600 associated with the former software.   

To provide additional support to new managers, Fiscal Staff meet with new supervisors during their 90 day 
probation to give them an A/R, A/P, P/R, and G/L perspective and training on these agency core functions.  
Utilization reports, Overtime reports, Compliance reports and Admin time for Services reports are periodically 
compiled and sent to supervisors to help them better run their programs. 

Fundraising and Development   

In 2015, LIFEDesigns implemented several strategies to recruit and retain direct support professionals (DSPs) 
related to grants and funding. Planning of the 2016 Week of Chocolate and LIFEDesigns’ signature event The 
Art of Chocolate has expanded allowing for growth and increased awareness of LIFEDesigns mission. We 
seized an exciting matching opportunity to greatly increase our endowment. LIFEDesigns engaged has 
increased the number of recurring volunteers and volunteer hours tremendously during 2015 demonstrating 
the amazing community support and University support of the organization. 

A grant was awarded jointly to LIFEDesigns and Stone Belt for supervisor training through Ivy Tech’s Corporate 
College program. This combined with other organization cultural changes and the future addition of grant 
funding for DSP Certification, will increase the skill level of DSPs and DSP Supervisors. Foundations for a DSP 
Certification Training program at LIFEDesigns and funding requests were laid in 2015. 

The Art of Chocolate event and Week of Chocolate overall series of events has seen little growth over the past 
few years until now. By the end of 2015, LIFEDesigns had commitments from 9 businesses who will host 
events during the 2016 Week of Chocolate. Each business will donate the proceeds of their event to 
LIFEDesigns, and LIFEDesigns will have a presence at each event. The 2016 Art of Chocolate will be held in the 
Liberty Ballroom, allowing for the addition of a seated meal and a live auction. LIFEDesigns has also partnered 
with Silent Auction Vacations, a travel agency that provides consignment vacation packages specifically for 
fundraising events.  

The Community Foundation of Bloomington and Monroe County (CFBMC) held Match Madness and matched 
donations raised by LIFEDesigns leading to an overall increase in the endowment of $32,000.  Overall giving 
rose by more than 32% in 2015.  This is the largest increase in several years. 

LIFEDesigns is proud to remain a United Way Member Agency in Monroe, Lawrence, & Bartholomew Counties. 
We continue to develop partnerships through these memberships and seek opportunities to further 
accomplish our mission.  Overall United Way funding has remained constant or increased slightly over the past 
few years. 

LIFEDesigns was involved in many community events last year including Homeward Bound Walk, Autism Walk, 
Buddy Walk, and hosted several of our own community events the brand new Talent Show, our Annual 
Awards Ceremony, our company picnic, the ever popular Halloween party, our Holiday party, and National 
Direct Support Appreciation Week. In addition, LIFEDesigns was also the beneficiary of several small 
fundraising events hosted by local businesses, such as The Taste of Lucky’s, and “Eat and Give” with FARM 
Bloomington, and was recently invited to participate as the first ever partner of a new “Check in” social media 
event with the Trojan Horse. LIFEDesigns being invited to be the beneficiary of these events is indicative of the 
growth in support for LIFEDesigns mission in the community. 

The Development committee continues to work on developing customer testimonials for use in marketing, 
fundraising events, and general branding. In addition, the committee is also working to fine tune a 
comprehensive marketing and media plan both for LIFEDesigns general branding and the Week of Chocolate. 
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In 2014, LIFEDesigns was greatly impacted by a higher vacancy in the Direct Support Professional (DSP) role 
than ever before. LIFEDesigns has partnered with Stone Belt Services in a joint grant effort to seek funding for 
a number of DSP initiatives. The first, a supervisor training program was funded by the City of Bloomington 
Jack Hopkins fund. Despite many efforts, vacancy rates have improved only slightly. Through this research and 
planning, LIFEDesigns has decided we need to set a goal to increase DSP salaries to $12.00/hour. To achieve 
that goal, we have a gap of $3,980 per customer per year to raise, or about $3,000,000. 

In 2016 and beyond, LIFEDesigns must focus more effort in development on major gifts. The development 
officer will spend increased time on forming relationships with very high-level donors and businesses. This 
focus will shift goals away from a high number of donors, towards increasing the size of donations. The 
foundations of this program have been laid in 2015, and the Development committee will begin planning in 
2016 to develop a planned giving campaign geared toward increasing the principle of LIFEDesigns endowment. 

Accessibility Plan   

Each year LIFEDesigns reviews the accessibility of our services and facilities. The Accessibility Plan is included 
in Attachment B and indicates the barriers identified for 2015 through employee and customer surveys and 
our progress toward addressing them. Through the survey process along with the annual accessibility audit, 
additional barriers were noted by customers, families, staff, and funders. It should be noted that all surveys 
indicated that the organization was given high marks for accessibility. The final column outlines the strategies 
for work in 2016. The focus will again be on the accessibility and maintenance of our group homes or decisions 
to replace them to ensure we are able to serve individuals into the future. 

In addition to the above, we track all requests for accommodations we receive. This past year, LIFEDesigns 
provided the following accommodations to staff.  

 
Table 14: Requests for Reasonable Accommodations 

 

Type of Accommodation Number Reason Outcome 

Limited work schedule 1 Disability Working 40 hrs/week max. 

Technology Plan  

 
Table 15: Current Hardware and Software 

Item 2014 2015 
PC 53 53 
Laptops 46 51 
Tablets 1 1 
Kiosks 16 23 
Cell Phones 18 18 
Major Software and use Provide 

Budget Mastro 
MS Office 
MS Windows 
MAS 90 

Provide 
Budget Mastro 
MS Office 
MS Windows 
MAS 90 
Spiceworks 

Servers 2 2 
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2015 was a challenging year for LifeDesigns on the technology front. Budgetary restraints required 
investigation into cost saving measures that would reduce capital expenditures while still pressing the 
technological goals of LifeDesigns. 

The decision was made to migrate away from the old Help Desk system to a free solution offered by 
Spiceworks. By choosing to host the Spiceworks Help Desk Application on our local server we were able to 
access the full range of options provided by Spiceworks while saving the company approximately six thousand 
dollars on software licensing fees. The transition has not been without difficulties but the simplicity of ticket 
submission has improved employee participation in the help desk system. We will continue to evolve our 
usage of Spiceworks in 2016 to make the system more stable and encourage greater employee adoption of 
the help desk trouble reporting solution. 

The decision was made in 2015 to ensure that all employees had access to a LIFEDesignsinc.org email address 
providing greater access to inner departmental communication. A new training program was developed and 
implemented to introduce incoming employees to the LifeDesignsinc.org email system and ensure that all new 
incoming employees were given an email address within their first week of employment. We have continued 
to host our email through Google.com’s free email hosting for nonprofit companies. The increase in employee 
participation in the email system has highlighted some issues with email administration through Google and 
new options for email hosting will be investigated for 2016. Regardless of any administration issues, this 
program has proven to be quite successful with employees making good use of this access and we have 
received positive feedback on the increased access to company communications that this program provided. 

Further cost reduction measures were realized by the early leasing of a new Sharp copier. By renewing our 
lease early we were able to realize significant cost savings on that particular machine through the life of the 
new lease. We will be considering early lease renewal with the remaining Ricoh printers and copiers in 
inventory during 2016 if we are able to receive similar incentives. 

A total of 10 HP Pro Book 450 Laptop computers were purchased to replace aging machines in inventory. 
However due to failures of other out of warranty machines, inventory numbers only rose by 5 laptops. Two HP 
Pro 400 printers were purchased to replace failing units in HR and Fiscal. Two View Sonic twenty eight inch 
LED monitors were purchased to accommodate an employee with visual impairment. Four Planar twenty four 
inch monitors were purchased to replace aging monitors in inventory. Nine kiosks were purchased to replace 
failed computers and expand the Kiosk program, giving more employees access to tech resources at remote 
locations. One Asus router was added bringing the total number of Wireless enabled routers up to three in the 
main office giving us better wireless access in all areas of the building and bolstering reliability of the wireless 
system in general. Sophos security software was purchased and implemented to provide increased security to 
the central network. 

Cultural Competence Plan  

Annually we evaluate our staff and customer demographics and then set goals for increasing the diversity of 
the people we support and those who provide the services, our staff.  The plans we develop then are to 
ensure outreach and to gage what kind of training we need to do to make sure staff value diversity. 
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Table 16: Ethnic Background 
 

Again in 2015 LIFEDesigns has a small minority 
representation both on staff and in customers.  We did 
however have slight gains in the number of Hispanic origin 
staff.  Indiana is predominately Caucasian with only 16% of 
the population minorities.  While we do not mirror the 
community, our diversity does mirror the backgrounds of 
customers.  It is clear that LIFEDesigns needs to do a better 
job at diversity recruiting to match our customer base.  As 
in the past we are disproportionally female among our staff 
but male among our customers.  We have to work harder 
at getting men to succeed in direct service positions.  The 
following describes our plans for addressing this in 2016. 
 

 Support a work environment free of all forms of 
discrimination, including harassment - sexual, religious or cultural through ongoing training; 

 Develop a diverse workforce which reflects the community per our Affirmative Action and Recruitment 
Plans;  

 Conduct annual cultural diversity/competency training, including recovery, limited English proficiency, 
language line and use of the TDD/TTY teletypewriter line and; 

 Review staff diversity on a quarterly basis and generate additional avenues for recruitment of 
minorities and men. 

 
LIFEDesigns is committed to affirmative action and equal employment opportunities in all phases of 
employment through recruitment, retention and advancement of culturally diverse and qualified people and 
utilization of job-related criteria in making employment decisions. 
 

Strategic Plan Update   

LIFEDesigns’ strategic planning process consisted of a comprehensive evaluation of internal and external 
factors that could impact the agency during the next three years. Beginning in May, 2015 the leadership staff 
began collating information from a variety of sources—state data bases, United Way 211 information, internal 
data tracking, etc.  Concurrently, the Board and its committees began reviewing each committees’ specific 
purpose in supporting the agency.  The committees either assisted directly in the collection of information as 
part of the Strategic Planning process, e.g. the Service Development Committee, or developed plans on how to 
support the agency in promoting its Mission/Vision/Values, e.g. the Marketing/Development Committee. 

 Strategic plan process reviewed and outlined by the Board of Directors, April, 2015. 

 The Policy Committee designated as the lead Board committee for the Strategic Planning process. 

 “Key Focusing Questions” were used to elicit information from various sources during the Information 
Gathering part of the Strategic Plan development. 

 Members of the Leadership Team participated in a conversation with the Board President using the 
Key Focusing Questions format. 

 Research was reviewed at the August meeting. 

 During discussions at our September and November meetings, it was agreed that the current 
Mission/Vision/Values are accurate reflections of LIFEDesigns’  day-to-day operations; but as things 

Ethnicity Customers Staff 

Caucasian 91.8% 90% 

American Indian 1.2% 0 

African American 4.1% 3.4% 

Asian 2.5% 1% 

Hispanic 0.4% 1.7% 

Two or more -- 3.1% 

Not Specified 0% 0.7% 

Male 37% 32% 

Female 63% 68% 
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change within the state structure and guidelines we may need to revisit the Mission/Vision/Values in 
the next 1-2 years. 

 Goals for the plan were approved by the Policy Committee in November. 

 The whole Board approved the final recommended Strategic Plan at the November meeting. 

Board Authorization of the Strategic Plan 

The Board of Directors of LIFEDesigns, Inc. authorized the 2016-2018 Strategic Plan at a specially called 
meeting on November 12, 2015. 

   
Figure 4: Mission, Vision, Values 

During the Strategic Planning process there were a few conversations regarding the revision and updating of 
the current Mission/Vision/Values of the organization.  However, it was determined that before any changes 
could be considered, the Board and the agency staff should wait until the state of Indiana confirmed any 
changes in licensing, funding, and oversight of the services provided. 

 

2016-2018 

Vision… We envision communities that support all people, where each person is valued, and where everyone belongs. 
 

Mission... LIFEDesigns Inc. partners with people of all ages and all abilities to lead meaningful and active lives. 
 

Our values… 
 The goals and expectations of our customers and their families direct our actions. 
 We design services to achieve independence, employment, and enrich lives. 
 Every customer, employee and stakeholder deserves dignity and respect. 
 Creativity and innovation are the keys to our success. 
 Collaboration is essential to achieving our mission. 
 

Goals for 2016 

LIFEDesigns continues the 3-year planning process to develop new strategic goals for the agency. The resulting 
report is available for review. Figure 5 reflects major goal areas are shown in, with detail on goals and 
objectives for 2016 by department are available upon request. 
 

Figure 5: Major Goal Areas 
 

    Leadership    Innovation    Foundations     Excellence 

…in person-centered 
services that lead to jobs, 
homes and full 
community lives. 

 

…in service delivery to 
adapt to current and 
future industry changes. 

…financial stability 
for new initiatives and 
continued growth. 

…in developing a 
work force that stays and 
grows with us. 



 

Attachment A: Service Outcome Review  

 

 

 

  



 

Attachment B: Accessibility Assessment and Plan  
 

Barrier 2015 Goal Progress 2016 Goals 

Attitudinal Continue focus on customer outcomes. 
 

Continue to promote customer 
achievements in community and secure 
additional resources for library.  

 
Responsible: All Teams 

All surveys indicate excellent staff attitudes and 
respectful service provision. 

 

Continue focus on customer outcomes. 
 

Continue to promote customer 
achievements in community and secure 
additional resources for library.  

 
Responsible: All Teams 

Architectural 
 
Some homes are 

not totally accessible 
and need upgrades or 
replacement 

Continue to expand the availability of 
ADA accessible units by completing the 
Parklane upgrade 
 
Continue to upgrade group homes to 
address accessibility issues. 
 
Responsible: Housing and Solutions 
Team 

We have worked really hard to ensure office 
accessibility and upgrading facilities overall.  Our 
survey this year improved to 96% reporting that 
the office is easy to get around.   
 
An accessibility audit indicated that we needed to 
make some additional changes in 2016 including  

 Making sure door handles are easily 
opened with closed fist 

 Ensuring our parking policy includes 
enforcement for accessible parking 
spaces 

 Placing tactile signs on restrooms, where 
needed. 

 Making sure that common areas do not 
have major obstructions. 

 
We have 8 group homes with 3 that are accessible 
and 5 that are not totally accessible.  We hope to 
shift over time so all are accessible.  One will 
transition in 2016 into a new building in 
Columbus with another for 2017. 
 
The office was carpeted and painted with a more 
wheelchair friendly carpet tile. 
 
We did receive any suggestions from customers or 
staff for improvments. 

Make changes to accessible housing 
indicated by assessments. Work out plans 
to replace homes that  are not accessible. 
 
Responsible: Housing and Solutions 
Team 



 

Barrier 2015 Goal Progress 2016 Goals 

Environmental None noted None noted again this year None 

Financial Continue focus on housing and 
technology as a way to diversify income. 
 
 
Responsible: Executive and Operations 
Teams 

Housing programs are doing well but still showing 
red ink even after depreciation.  We have two 
more projects planned.  One in 2016 and one in 
2017.  This should give us the scale needed for the 
housing service to be profitable. 
 
Our technology support program is profitable but 
small.  We need help from the state to help 
families understand its effectiveness.    

Continue focus on housing and 
technology as a way to diversify income.  
Work with the state to consider how to 
promote technology supports to 
customers and families. 
 
Responsible: Executive and Operations 
Teams 

Employment Continue focus on transition age youth. 
 
Train and support customer teams to 
address employment needs of all 
customers, making it a mandatory item 
on quarterly and annual reviews.  
 
Work with Crawford project to expand 
employment support to those living there 
to get employment. 
 
Responsible: Services Team 

The percent of people with jobs decreased slightly 
to 29%.  This is due to the number of new 
customers in supported living who came in 2014 
and 2015. 
 
The employment program has had a great deal of 
success and had the highest number of 
placements in some time at 31.  A renewed focus 
on employment will begin in 2016.  Training is 
being added for customers in person centered 
planning and part of the emphasis will be on 
setting career goals.  In addition, we have applied 
for a grant to have a person to focus on holistic 
supports and self-employment. 
 

Train and support customer teams to 
address employment needs of all 
customers.  
 
Work with Crawford project to expand 
employment support to those living there 
to get employment. 
 
Train customers on person-centered 
planning. 
 
Develop capacity to support self-
employment. 
 
Responsible: Services Team  

Transportation Maintain ability to provide accessible 
transportation. 

 
 
Responsible: Executive Team 

There was no change in available accessible 
transportation in 2015.  Due to the aging of our 
accessible vans, we determined to add 2 
replacement vehicles in 2016 

Maintain ability to provide accessible 
transportation.  Purchase 2 new vehicles 
to support accessible transportation. 

 
Responsible: Executive Team 



 

Barrier 2015 Goal Progress 2016 Goals 

Communication Continue to enhance access to customer 
information in all LIFEDesigns settings. 

 
Provide secure remote access to the 
shared drive for maximum 
communication. 
 
Responsible: Services and Operations 
teams. 

We have hand minimal changes here and it is 
noted that we expanded staff communication by 
providing all with a LIFEDesigns email, are making 
better use of our customer record for progress 
notes and  to communicate major changes to staff. 

Make sure that the customer record is 
accessible to all and kept up to date. 
 
Add mechanism for customers and staff 
to provide more immediate feedback to 
management. 
 
Responsible: Services and Operations 
teams. 

Other Consider avenues for managerial 
programs that are held by post-secondary 
programs such as IVY Tech to supplement 
the in house program.   

 
Continue to promote respite to families. 

 
Responsible: Services Team 

We implemented a team manager training 
checklist and have trained all new team managers 
within 90 days of start. 
 
LIFEDesigns and Stone Belt collaborated on a 
supervisor training program.  It is an 8 week 
program that we hope to continue and provides 
current supervisors and those aspiring to be 
supervisors with education in soft skills needed 
for managing staff.    
 
Family respite hours were down due to many 
opting not to use those them.  

Continue supervisor training and make 
regularly available. 
 
Survey families to find out what services 
they would like to see offered instead of 
respite. 
 
Responsible: Services and Operations 
teams. 

 
 

 


